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Wellness

LIGHT MY MOOD

Take control of your personal wellness with your very own Myline
Spa. Tranquillity for the mind, body, & spirit. Treat your senses to the
delights of a home oasis, far from the stresses and strains of your
hurly burly life.

Did you know that colours affect our moods?

As time slips by - don’t get left behind…

Unique Myline Spa benefits bring the ancient practice of water massage right up to the present day - perfect for that all too rare slice of
quality “me” time.

Hydro- massage is a time

proven effective therapy for

many physical, as well as stress

related issues including:

A Myline Spa hydro-massage gently warms and sooths with carefully
positioned water jets that easily adjust from a gentle caress to a fullon pummel.
Relax, rejuvenate, and even rehabilitate damaged, stressed, or just
plain old tired you.

Myline Spas all come with built in colour therapy lighting as standard

The ancient art of Chromotherapy has been practiced since early
Egyptian times and now, our super bright led lighting technology has
brought it right into the 21st century. Based on 4 colours it can be set
to a particular colour, or gently fade through the entire spectrum.

Each individual colour will subtly influence our mood, so when used
in conjunction with the hydro-massage it forms part of our overall
Myline Spa wellness program.

Enjoy the company of friends, meet the kids again, or just chill out
alone with your body and soul – so many choices, so little time…

• RHEUMA

• OSTEOPOROSIS
• BACK PAIN

• SLEEP DISORDERS

The Myline Spa moodlighting system is based on these 4 colours each are
reputed to help with the particular conditions below:

• ASTHMA and many others…

Myline Spa are specially optimised to provide class leading effective and
comfortable massage at an affordable price and low running costs.

digestion problems, weariness,
depression, diabetes, flu, colds,
chronic depression
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state of depression, stress,
rheumatism fever, constipation,
asthmatic problems

chronic insomnia, heart problems,
upset mental state, skin
irritations, high blood pressure

relief of menstrual cramps,
function of throat and glands,
heart rhythm, pulse headache,
toothache
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YOUR CLEAR
ADVANTAGE

STRENGTH AS
BEAUTY

The Myline Spa multi-stage filtering and conditioning system is
designed to provide exceptionally high quality crystal clear bathing
water. Our cartridge micro filter removes tiny particles that could
cloud the water. We also include a high quality Ozonator for additional
water quality.

The sculptured soft curves, deep seats, and stretch out legroom of
a Myline Spa are more than just good ergonomics and style. The
really clever stuff is hidden within the spa shell out of sight where
our industry leading technology adds exceptional safety, strength,
durability, and longevity to every Myline Spa we sell.

Ozone generator

This device produces ozone which when mixed with water is a powerful oxidant that helps to destroy bacteria, viruses, and algae that
could be present in the water. In addition the microban antimicrobial
material within the shell helps to shrug off contaminates and force
them to be drawn into the filter.

Microban® is an antibacterial material used extensively in plastic
kitchenware such as cutting boards to guard against bacteria. It cannot be cleaned away and lasts for the life of the product, and it’s also
inside all our Myline Spa acrylic shells for the same reason.

Clear
water

Beneath the top surface are 3 more layers of specially formulated
high technology polymer coatings to stiffen and insulate each Myline
Spa shell. This ground breaking system is so advanced it needs robots to apply it. This produces a super strong, eco neutral, bio degradable, totally safe hot tub shell that will protect both your investment
and your family for many years into the future.

Contamined
water

Ozone
generator

Ozone enriched
clear water
in the
massage system

Superfine
Paper Filter
cartridge

ABS polymer layer
to further increase impact
resistance and strength.

Medium density robotically applied
polyurethane for added strength plus
acustic and thermal insulation.
The cushioned no-stress support pads
are embedded into this layer.

Why a Myline Spa shell is better?
Super quiet operation because the sound insulation is actually
part of the shell – not just a sprayed on afterthought.
Industry leading insulation properties, the entire
shell system insulates so reducing energy costs and putting
money back in your pocket.

Pump

Heater

The Myline Spa’s are equipped with filter that provide cleaner water. It
prevents the growth of bacteria, and thanks to our antibacterial acrylic you can relax in perfectly clean water. Inactivates harmful microbes
particularly efficient, thereby increasing the life of your product.

6,3 mm Lucite acrilyc
outer surface with Microban
antimicrobial treatment.

One of the industries best shell warranties for years to come...
Eco friendly – Our Myline shells are ultimately
bio-degradable and hazard neutral, we are proud of our lead in
producing genuinely clean, green products from
Europe’s most modern hot tub factory.

Filters provide fresh, clean and clear water in an efficient and environmentally friendly way.
Myline Spa Cleaning Tip:
Please clean the filter weekly thoroughly strong water pressure!
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COLOUR ME!

SAVING eNERGY

Spa shell colours

The colour on a Myline Spa shell can never wear or fade as its actually part of the shell itself. An occasional wipe over will restore its lustre and even scratches can be easily removed. Our exclusive and contemporary “Polar” colours will tone with any garden, whether contemporary or traditional.

Effective insulation is extremely important to keep running costs to a minimum. Our unique Myline Spa
“Reflective Thermal Barrier” (RTB) insulation bounces waste heat back into the plumbing, whilst keeping
out the colder outer air. We’ve even built this system into the spa’s cover to reflect rising heat back into
the water.
This integrated system means a Myline Spa is exceptionally economical to own. Many spa manufacturers still use discredited spray foam insulation whilst, a few even still mount the spa equipment, actually
outside the spa cabinet. These old legacy systems are outdated and expensive to run plus they damage
our environment.
The spa heatmap picture here is an infrared image.The person’s
face is red, indicating a high heat loss, whilst the pastel green and
blues of the Myline Spa indicate a very low heat loss as almost
all the heat is kept inside the spa and cabinet.

The Myline spa produced excellent results in
the heatmap test. The temperature of the water
in the spa visible in the picture is 35 °C, while that of the
outer covering and the thermal cover is
merely 4 °C. The outdoor temperature is -5 °C.

More energy saving with
the polyfoam insulation on spa floor
and cabinet inside.

WEATHERPROOF
PLASTIC CABINET

Advantages Very long lasting- constant Lambda value.

Every Myline Spa comes as standard with our award
winning maintenance free cabinet. The simply stunning
finish is impervious to environmental attack such as ultra
violet, rain, frost etc, just an occasional wipe over will
keep your Myline Spa looking as good as new for years
into the future.
The European chic of our Driftwood cabinet has been carefully selected to blend with and compliment any garden,
whether contemporary or traditional.
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Safe, non-toxic, non allergen, no condensation,
no bacteria, clean, odourless material, no smell, no fogging. Flexible
and light weight material. Saves resources, very good insulation
properties. CFC free!
Sterling
silver

Pearl
withe
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THE SECRET
OF LONGEVITY
A house is only as strong as its foundations
– we use the same principle to build a Myline Spa.

MyMusic AuDIO
SYSTEM
Plays music wirelessly via a Bluetooth enabled smartphone or MP3 device (wired connection can also be made with stereo RCA inputs).
Control music directly from the Bluetooth enabled device or with handheld or wired remote controls. As with all MYMUSIC waterproof or marine
stereos is designed and built to withstand the harsh conditions associated with use in spa applications.

Reinforced ABS polymer floor pan
The floor pan is the foundation upon which we build our spas. The sides extend
100 mm upwards to form a moisture and insect proof barrier. It is completely
covered with our RTB insulation to prevent valuable waste heat being drawn out
by the “cold sink effect” of damp ground.
Shell supports
Special pillars support the spa shell and evenly distribute the bather load across our
foundation spa base.
These key components form the integrated build system of a Myline Spa and ensure
exceptional longevity and durability for your investment in our brand.
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EASY & FUN
Our new spa control panels make easy work of controlling all the
functions in your Myline Spa.
A large screen displays the bathing temperature, and simple fingertip
touch pads allow easy adjustment of all the spa’s features including
temperature, jets, lighting etc.
Myline controller systems for the spa and hottub industry are recognised as leaders for innovation, ease of use and reliability.

Mars, Pluto, Neptune, Moon, Earth

Every Myline Spa model is equipped with a latest generation of solid
state panels and controllers which have no moving parts to ensure
our spas are super reliable, dependable and easy to operate.

SmartPhone™ application
with WiFi connect!

Venus, Saturn

Take control of your spa remotely! Sit back and enjoy the all new
Spa Application for your SmartPhone™. Take control of your spa anywhere at anytime. Set the temperature, heat mode, lights and pumps
all with a single touch. (Option for each models!)
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PLUG & PLAY
The simpliest way for installing the spa
Type of electric connection is different between models. You can connect Plug&Play with 230V, for that reason a special Plug&Play connection
will be made. Product is provided in the plug with a FI plug personal protection tester. The FI plug personal protection tester shall be tested
before each use. The plant is allowed to be connected to a connector plug which is installed with a cross-section of 2,5 mm2. Cable length
equipment amounts to 3 meters / IP54.

comfort
solutions
Using a Myline Spa is fun for everyone, but our designers also take the therapeutic benefits very seriously too. That’s why we’ve added some
clever innovations to our massage jets.

myHIP™ jets

Features:
For outdoor use: IP54
Two pole switch-off
Rated voltage: 230V
Rated current: 16A
Nominal differential current: 30 mA

Plug & Play:
Make it easy

These exclusive myHIP™ jets are in just
the right place to assist in breaking down
body fats around the hips and toning the
soft tissues. Their hydro-massage can
also be beneficial in helping rehabilitation
following hip injury or surgery.

myJETS™-neck &
shoulders massage jets
We’ve designed in special downward facing neck and shoulder jets for the ultimate
stress relief massage. Each contour of
this intensive massage seat matches your
body shape so that every one of the many
jets provides a perfect hydro-massage
experience. Each seat in a Myline Spa is
equipped with a different jet arrangement
so everybody can find their favourite.

mySEAT™
– for Man&Woman
No more sliding down the lounge bed
because the footrest is too far away! Our
exclusive Myline Spa mySEAT™ lounge
has subtle additional heal rests in just the
right place so everyone is comfortable.
12
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mars

Plug & Play:
Make it easy

Mars Standard/Plug&Play system
Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)

Total number of bathers

3 Prs

Lounge beds

2 Prs

Seat

1 Prs

Water volume

660 l

Net weight

~250 kg

Power requirement

1×16 A 230V/50Hz

Total number of jets

37

Hydro massage pump

1×2 HP 2 speed 230V/50Hz

Diverter

1

Ozonator

1

Filter

1 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

12 × 1 LED

Heating unit

1 (3kW/230V/50Hz)
Plug&Play version: 1 (2kW/230V/50Hz)

Air inlet regulator

3

Controller

Easy 4

Drain

3/4”

Our unique mySEAT™ lounge
ensures exceptional comfort for
different body sizes.

Cabinet

Maintenance-free synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Spa cover with child locks

1

Step seat

Headrests

2

213 × 160× 76 cm

This compact spa for 3 will fit into the smallest of places yet features two full stretch-out lounge beds.
Our exclusive mySeat™ ensures the perfect fit for everybody to enjoy all the features of this compact model.
The seating is full depth, yet at just 76 cm high, the MARS will through many doorways and narrow gaps making
for quick easy installation.

Easy 4 control panel

The MARS is equipped with the very
latest solid state control system for
total reliability and ease of use.

Two lounge beds!

Two lounge beds and one seat provide an exceptional hydro-massage
experience for 3.

mySEAT™ for Man&Woman

The MARS has a clever third seat
that doubles as a convenient access
step.

Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
12 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.

Options

Spa Bag

Universal
Cover lifter

Easy lifter

myStep

Wood Spa
Step

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail
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SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
treatment
filter cleaner

SpaRail

SpaGrip

SpaCaddy

37

Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

2
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pluto

Plug & Play:
Make it easy

200 × 200 × 89 mm

The PLUTO spa offers plenty room for up to 5 bathers, even fits on smaller places. It has two lounge beds, one with mySEAT™ solution.
The PLUTO also includes myJETS™ for reliefing pain in shoulders and neck.

Easy 4 control panel

The PLUTO is equipped with the
very latest solid state control
system for total reliability and ease
of use.

myJETS™ Neck and
shoulders massage jets!

Special downward facing neck and
shoulder jets for the ultimate stress
relief massage.

mySEAT™ for Man&Woman
Our unique mySEAT™ lounge
ensures exceptional comfort for
different body sizes.

Step seat

The PLUTO has a clever third seat
that doubles as a convenient access
step.

Pluto Standard/Plug&Play system
Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)

Total number of bathers

5 Prs

Lounge beds

2 Prs

Seat

3 Prs

Water volume

960 l

Net weight

~270 kg

Power requirement

1 × 16 A 230V

Total number of jets

42

Hydro massage pump

1×3 HP 2 speed (230V/50Hz)

Diverter

1

Ozonator

1

Filter

2 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

16 × 1 LED

Heating unit

1 (3kW/230V/50Hz)
Plug&Play version: 1 (2kW/230V/50Hz)

Air inlet regulator

3

Controller

Easy 4

Drain

3/4”

Cabinet

Maintenance-free synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Spa cover with child locks

1

Headrests

3

Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
16 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.

Options

42

Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

2

Spa Bag

Universal
Cover lifter

Easy lifter

myStep

Wood Spa
Step

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail

16

SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
filter cleaner
treatment

SpaRail

SpaGrip

SpaCaddy
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venus

Venus Standard

215 × 215 × 86 cm

VENUS is our mid sized model but packs more than enough power for 6 bathers at once from its 49 jets and dual pump system. Just settle back
into our exclusive mySEAT™ lounge and relax, or enjoy a invigorating massage from one of the intensive therapy seats. Our exclusive Chromotherapy mood lighting pack is also included so if you’re looking for big spa features in a compact size, the VENUS will fit just perfectly.

Easy 4 control panel

The VENUS is equipped with the
very latest solid state control
system for total reliability and ease
of use.

myJETS™ Neck and
shoulders massage jets!

Special downward facing neck and
shoulder jets for the ultimate stress
relief massage.

mySEAT™ for Man&Woman
Our unique mySEAT™ lounge
ensures exceptional comfort for
different body sizes.

myHIP™ jets

Exclusive myHIP™ jets to break
down body fats around the hips and
tone the soft tissues.

Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)

Total number of bathers

6 Prs.

Lounge beds

1 Prs.

Seats

5 Prs.

Water volume

1450 l

Net weight

~330 kg

Power requirement

3 × 16 A 230V/400V 50Hz

Total number of jets

49

Hydro massage pump

1 × 2 HP 2 speed 230V/50Hz
1 × 2 HP 230V/50Hz

Diverter

1

Ozonator

1

Filter

2 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

18 × 1 LED

Heating unit

1 (3kW/230V/50Hz)

Air inlet regulator

4

Controller

Easy 4

Drain

3/4”

Cabinet

Maintenance-free Synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Spa cover with child locks

1

Headrests

3

Step seat

The VENUS has a clever third seat
that doubles as a convenient access
step.

Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
18 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.

Options

Spa Bag

Universal
Cover lifter

Easy lifter

myStep

Wood Spa
Step

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail
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49

Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
treatment
filter cleaner

SpaRail

SpaGrip

SpaCaddy

2
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saturn

Saturn Standard
Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)
Pearl W. and Sterling S.

Total number of bathers

5 Prs.

Lounge beds

2 Prs.

Seats

3 Prs.

Water volume

1400 l

Net weight

~350 kg

Power requirement

3 × 16 A 230V/400V 50Hz

Total number of jets

50

Newly developed, high quality control system, so you can control your
bath perfectly.

Hydro massage pump

1 × 2 HP 2 speed 230V/50Hz
1 × 2 HP 230V/50Hz

Diverter

1

myJETS™

230 × 230 × 87 cm

The SATURN is our premium model. Big and bold with 50 powerful fully adjustable stainless steel jets providing class leading hydro-massage to
the two fully jetted lounge beds, our exclusive total body workout seat, and two additional seats. We’ve also included our programmable mood
lighting. This large family spa simply has it all.

Easy 4 control panel

Ozonator

1

Neck & shoulders massage Special
downward facing neck and shoulder
jets for the ultimate stress relief
massage.

Filter

2 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

18 × 1 LED

Heating unit

1 (3kW/230V/50Hz)

mySEAT™ for Man&Woman

Air inlet regulator

5

Controller

Easy 4

Drain

3/4”

Cabinet

Maintenance-free Synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Spa cover with child locks

1

Headrests

3

Our unique mySEAT™ lounge
ensures exceptional comfort for
different body sizes.

Step seat

The SATURN has a clever third seat
that doubles as a convenient access
step.

Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
18 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.

Options

Spa Bag

Universal
Cover lifter

Easy lifter

myStep

Wood Spa
Step

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail
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SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
treatment
filter cleaner

SpaRail

SpaGrip

50

Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

2

SpaCaddy
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Neptune

Plug & Play:
Make it easy

213 × 213 × 80 cm

Eye catching appearance, easy operation, cost effective solutions, – all in one hot tub. By constructing Neptune, we focused on functionality.
1 reclining and 5 sitting places awaits your family and friends with incomparable wellness experience. Choose our Neptune model to enjoy all its
indulgence for a long time.

Easy 4 control panel

Newly developed, high quality control system, so you can control your
bath perfectly.

Low energy consumption,
cost-effective operation
Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
10 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.
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Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

2

Neptune Standard/Plug&Play system
Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)

Total number of bathers

6 Prs.

Lounge beds

1 Prs.

Seats

5 Prs.

Water volume

950 l

Net weight

~350 kg

Power requirement

1 × 16A 230V/50Hz

Total number of jets
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Hydro massage pump

1 × 2 HP speed 230V/50Hz

Ozonator

1

Filter

1 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

10 × 1 LED

Heating unit

2kW/230V/50Hz

Controller

Easy4

Drain

3/4”

Cabinet

Maintenance-free Synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Spa cover

Thermo cover

Headrests

3

Options

Spa Bag

Universal
Cover lifter

Easy lifter

myStep

Wood Spa
Step

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail
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SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
treatment
filter cleaner

SpaRail

SpaGrip

SpaCaddy
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MOON

Plug & Play:
Make it easy

Ø200 × 91 cm

Get a splendid relief and respite with your circle of friends! The classic shape Moon round spa is ideal for everyone. It has barrier free seating for
up to 5 bathers, easy to use topside control unit, ozone water disinfection and 12 water jets.

Easy 4 control panel

Newly developed, high quality control system, so you can control your
bath perfectly.

Special seat performance

Thanks to its spherical appearance
it is perfect for a special family
gathering.

MOON Standard/Plug&Play system
Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)

Total number of bathers

5 Prs.

Water volume

830 l

Net weight

~280 kg

Power requirement

1 × 16A 230V/50Hz

Total number of jets

12

Hydro massage pump

1 × 1,5 HP 2 speed 230V/50Hz

Ozonator

1

Filter

1 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

10 × 1 LED

Heating unit

1 (3kW/230V/50Hz)

Controller

Easy4

Drain

3/4”

Cabinet

Maintenance-free Synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
10 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.

12

Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

2

Options

myStep
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Wood Spa
Step

SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
treatment
filter cleaner

SpaGrip

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail

SpaRail

SpaCaddy
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Earth

Plug & Play:
Make it easy

Ø218 × 91 cm

As perfect as a circle. This 2,18 meters diameter round hot tub is built with 22 water jets to provide full back massage for 5 adults, easyly
accessible top load filter, ozone water disinfection, 2 HP double speed massage pumps and exclusive chromotherapy LED lighting and round
array open seating space.

Easy 4 control panel

Newly developed, high quality control system, so you can control your
bath perfectly.

EARTH Standard/Plug&Play system
Shell material

PU reinforced antimicrobial acrylic (6,3 mm)

Total number of bathers

5 Prs.

Water volume

1045 l

Net weight

~300 kg

Power requirement

1 × 16A 230V/50Hz

Total number of jets

22

Hydro massage pump

1 × 2 HP 2 speed 230V/50Hz

Ozonator

1

Filter

1 Superfine Paper Filter

Chromotherapy lighting

10 × 1 LED

Heating unit

1 (3kW/230V/50Hz)

Controller

Easy4

Drain

3/4”

Cabinet

Maintenance-free Synthetic

Cabinet colour

Horizontside grey

Special seat performance.

Thanks to its spherical appearance
it is perfect for a special family
gathering.

Chromotherapy

The exclusive on-demand colour
therapy moodlighting, includes
10 water line led point lights within
the bathing area.
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Total number of jets

0

Water disinfection
with ozone

2

Options

myStep
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Wood Spa
Step

SpaUmbrella Crystal water
Spa and
treatment
filter cleaner

SpaGrip

SmartPhone™ MyMusic audio Superfine Automatic filter
Floor
Paper Filter
application
system
cleaner
standing rail

SpaRail

SpaCaddy
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ACCESSORIES
Spa Bag

Superfine Paper Filter

The Spa Bag provides protection from
the weather and UV radiation, so
keeping your spa in great condition
between uses. It will also reduce heat
loss and electricity costs during the
colder winter months.

Regular cleaning of your spas filter will
extend its life but they should be replaced periodically to ensure optimum
performance and perfect water quality.

Universal Cover lifter

SpaCaddy

Makes removing the spas thermal cover easy for anyone to do on their own
and conveniently stores it at the back
of the spa, protecting it from damage.

The SpaCaddy rotating tray is sturdy and versatile so now the snacks,
drinks, and more can be placed easily
within reach.

Easy lifter

Wood Spa Step

Forget struggling with heavy spa
covers. Wellis Easy Lifter is here to
help you out. This side mounted device
requires the smallest free space ever
behind the spa, (no more than 40 cm)
and is made of top quality materials.

The Spa Step makes getting in and out
of the spa safer and more convenient.

New SmartPhone™ application with WiFi connect!

MyMusic audio system

Floor standing rail

Plays music wirelessly via a Bluetooth
enabled smartphone or MP3 device.
Control music directly from the Bluetooth enabled device or with handheld or
wired remote controls. 2 or 4 speaker,
performance of each speaker is 35 W.

An extremely sturdy floor mounted
handrail suitable for hard floors and
concrete spa surrounds.

Automatic filter cleaner
Unique filter cleaning system, perfectly
cleans the hot tub filter within one
minute. Works based on hydropower.
Eco-friendly, simple operation.

Crystal water treatment
With its carefully selected components,
keeping the spa water clear becomes
an easy routine.

Spa and filter cleaner
For crystal clear jacuzzi water, clean
your pool’s filter once a week with
Wellis Crystal Filter Cleaner. Spa
Cleaner has been specifically designed
for cleaning your pipes and your spa
pool. It frees your spa pool’s lines from
lime scale and contaminant residues.
Use Spa Cleaner whenever you change
the water. We recommend replacing
the water in your pool quarterly.

Take control of your spa anywhere
at anytime. Sit back and enjoy the all
new Spa Application for your SmartPhone™.
SpaUmbrella

myStep
With its wide tread of 70 cm and its
weight capacity of more than 100 kg,
the Myline Spa Step makes access
easy.
28

With this elegant SpaUmbrella you can
enjoy your hot tub any time, regardless
of whether it is raining, snowing or
sunshine. The foot of the base simply
slides underneath the spa.

SpaRail
The spa mounted SpaRail offers additional access safety and convenience
for young and old.

SpaGrip
The rust-proof rails have an anti-slip
foam rubber grip and can be fixed to
the side panel of the spa cabinet to
provide convenient and safe access
in and out of the spa.

mylinespa.com
The pictures in the catalogue are for illustration purposes only.
The publisher reserves the right to change specifications without prior notice.
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